A Predicate Matching
Algorithm
for Database Rule Systems*

testmg a tuple to see which of a collection of smgle-relation
selection condltlons match the tuple
This paper does not address the issue of how Join predlcates will be processed Efficient ways to determine which
single-relation
selection predicates match every new and
modified tuple are Important because this match must be
done regardless of how the JoIn clauses of rule condltlons are
tested
The predicate testing problem m a database rule system 1s
defined as follows We are given a database contammg a set
R,, and m production rules (triggers),
of n relations, RI
r,,, Rules are of the form
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A rule condltlon can be an expression contammg a conJunctlon of selection condltlons and Joins (proJection 1s not allowed m rule condltlons)
Conslderlng only the selection conditions of the rules, there 1s a collectlon of Ic single-relation
predicates, P,, 1 2 1 5 k Each predicate restricts one
or more attributes of a tuple t from a relation R3 where
1 _< 3 5 n We assume that any predicate contammg a dlsJunction 1s broken up into two or more predicates that do
not have disJunctlon, and these predicates are treated separately The general form of a predicate for purposes of this
dlscusslon 1s a conJunctlon of the followmg form
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Abstract
Forward-chammg
rule systems must test each
newly asserted fact agamst a collection of predlcates to find those rules that match the fact Expert system rule engines use a simple combmatlon
of hashmg and sequential search for this matching We introduce an algorithm for findmg the
matching predicates that IS more efficient than
the standard algorithm when the number of predlcates 1s large We focus on equahty and mequahty
predicates on totally ordered domams
This algorithm 1s well-suited for database rule systems,
where predicate-testing
speed 1s crltlcal
A key
component of the algorithm 1s the rnterval bznary
search tree (IBS-tree)
The IBS-tree 1s deslgned to
allow efficient retrieval of all intervals (e g range
predicates) that overlap a point, while allowing
dynamic msertlon and deletion of intervals
The
algorithm could a.lso be used to Improve the performance of forward-chammg inference engines for
large expert systems apphcations

1

P, E (the tuple t IS m relation R3) A Cl AC& A

C,

where each C,, 1 5 3 < q, 1s one of the followmg
C, E con&l p1 t attribute
C, 3 t attribute = con&
C, I functlon(t attribute)

p2 cons&

In addition, con&l 2 const2, both constl and constz are
drawn from the domain of legal values for t attribute, and p1
and p2 are one of {<, 5) Equality predicates are a special
case of interval predicates, but since they are so common,
they are listed separately
Open intervals are specified by
settmg constl or cons22 to --oo or +oo, respectively
For
predicate clauses of the form “functlon(t attribute),”
nothmg IS assumed about the function except that it returns true
or false
Some example predicates will be shown below, based on
this relation schema

Introduction

Efficient testing of rule predicates 1s critical for good performance of forward-chamng
rule systems Extensive research
has been done on processmg rule condltlons efficiently, Including development of the Rete algorithm [For82], a modlfied version of Rete called TREAT [Mlr87], and extensions
to the Rete algorithm to exploit parallehsm [KS891 In this
paper, we mvestlgate an important part of the rule condltlon testmg problem testing a collectlon of predicates to see
which of the predicates match a single fact In database termmology, which we will use hereafter, this 1s the problem of

EMP(name,

age, salary, dept)

Here are some examples of predicates
tion EMP

on tuples of the rela-

EMP salary < 20000 and EMP age > 50
20000 5 EMP salary 5 30000
EMP Job = “Salesperson”
IsOdd(EMP age) and EMP dept =“Shoe”
In the last predicate above, IsOdd 1s a function that returns
true If its argument 1s an odd number, and false otherwlse
Given the collection of predicates described above, and a
tuple t, the predicate testing problem 1s to determine exactly
those P,‘s that match t One approach to testing predicates
1s to use a predicate index Many approaches to the predlcate mdexmg problem have been developed In Section 2 we
discuss these methods m order of increasing complexity
Section 3 covers pragmatic conslderatlons for predicate indexing
regardmg characterlstlcs of data m relational database apphcatlons, and the expected characterlstlcs of rules Section 4
introduces an alternate predicate indexing algorithm called
the anterval bznary search tree (IBS-tree) which we argue 1s
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readily implementable,
and should perform well m reahstlc
database rule processing apphcatlons
Sectlon 5 presents an
analysis that shows the performance characterlstlcs of the
method described in Section 4 Fmally, Sectlon 6 summalazes and presents conclusions
2

Review of Predicate
Methods

have a relation-level lock This degenerate case requires sequentially testing a new or modified tuple aganst all the
predicates for a particular relation, resulting m bad worstcase performance when the number of predicates 1s large
Also, the set of predicates must be stored m mam memory
to avold costly disk I/O to test a tuple against a predicate
when a lock for that predicate 1s found This negates some
of the memory-saving advantages of the algorithm
In addltlon, the need to set locks on index intervals and on tuples
comphcates the lmplementatlon
of storage structures

Indexing

Predicate lndexmg methods range from simple sequentId
testmg to use of complex geometric data structures
Below
we hst some alternatlves that have been proposed for predlcate mdexmg In a DBMS, In order of mcreaslng complexity
Parallel predicate mdexmg methods are not consldered smce
For
our primary focus 1s a fast umprocessor lmplementatlon
each method, we discuss what IS done when a tuple 1s modified or inserted into the DBMS

2.1

Sequential

2.4

Search

Hash on Relation Name
Sequential
Search

Plus

In this method, the system mamtams one hst of predicates
for each relation, and for each tuple modified, hashes on relation name to locate the predicate list for the tuple The
predicates on the hst are then tested agamst the tuple sequentmlly
This IS essentmlly the algorithm used m many
mam-memory-based production rule systems mcludmg some
lmplementatlons
of OPS5 [For81, Mlr87]
The algorithm
performs well when the average number of predicates per
relation IS small, and the predicates are dlstrlbuted evenly
over the relations

2.3

Physical

indexing

This technique stores a collectlon of predicates m a multldlmens1ona.l structure designed for mdexmg region data
Apphcable Indexes include the R-tree [Gut841 and R+tree [SSHSS]
Predicates are treated as regions in a kdlmenslonal space (where k 1s the number of attributes in
the relation on which the predicates are defined), and mserted mto a k-dlmenslonal index Each new or modified tuple 1s used as a key to search the index to find all predicates
that “overlap” the tuple This technique works well when
most predicates are small closed regions m the space defined
by the schema of the relation from which tuples are drawn
However, real relatlonal database apphcatlons often involve
relations with anywherefrom one to over 100 attributes, with
a large fraction of relations having from 5 to 25 attributes
Typ~al predicates on these relations (e g single-relation selection condltlons m WHERE clauses of queries) normally
refer to only one or two attnbutes,
and rarely more than
five [Co1891 Collections of low dimension predicates like
these are not small closed regions Rather, they are “shces”
through space that overlap extensively
Spatial data structures, particularly
R-trees and R+-trees, mdex regions like
these poorly, glvmg slow search performance

In this method, the system traverses a hst of predicates
sequentially, testing each against the tuple
This has low
overhead and works well for small numbers of predicates,
but clearly performs badly when the number of predicates 1s
large

2.2

Multi-dimensional

3

Locking

Practical
Predicate
DBMS

Considerations
for
Indexing
in a

Numerous database rule systems have been proposed recently, including Arlel [Han89], RPL [DE88], the POSTGRES rules system [SHP88], HlPAC [DBB*88], and DIPS
[SLR89]
We envlslon that appllcatlons
bmlt using systems like these will be prlmarlly data management appllcatlons, enhanced with rules to provide Improved data mtegnty, momtormg capablllty, and some features similar to
those found m expert systems
Database rule system appllcatlons will have to handle
large volumes of data (perhaps mllllons of records)
However, we expect that the number of rules m the maJorlty of
database rule system appllcatlons will be small enough that
the set of rules and data structures for rule condltlon testmg will be small enough to fit in mam memory We beheve
that this assumption 1s reasonable because rules are a form
of mtentlonal data (schema) as opposed to extensional data
(contents) Moreover, the largest expert system apphcatlons
built to date have on the order of 10,000 rules [B089], which
1s few enough that data structures associated with the rules
will fit In a few megabytes of mam memory More typical
rule-based system appllcatlons have on the order of 50 to
1000 rules
It 1s possible to concoct hypothetical appllcatlons where a
tremendous number of rules are used, more than can fit m a

This method, discussed m [SSH86, SHP88], mvolves treatmg a predicate clause hke a query, and running the standard query optlmlzer to produce an access plan for the query
[S*i’9] If the resulting access plan reqmres an mdex scan,
then special persistent markers (locks) are placed on all tuples read during the scan, and all Index Intervals Inspected
durmg the scan If the resultmg access plan 1s a sequential
search, then “lock escalation” IS performed, and a relatlonlevel lock 1s placed on the relation being scanned When a
tuple 1s modified or inserted, the system collects locks that
conflict with the update (I e all relation level locks, any
locks that conflict with any Indexes that were updated, and
any other locks previously on the tuple)
For each of the
lochs collected, the system tests the tuple agrunst the predicate associated with the lock
This algorithm has the advantage that no maln-memory
1s needed to hold a predicate Index, so theoretlcally, a very
large number of rules can be accommodated
In addltlon,
the algorithm makes use of the standard indexes and query
However, there are dlsadprocessor to Index predicates
vantages to the approach In particular, when there are no
indexes, or a large number of predicate clauses he on attributes which do not have an index, most predicates will
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a partial match between a tuple t and a predicate P 1s found,
P 1s retrieved from PREDICATES
and tested against t to
see If there 1s a complete match Below, we focus m more
detail on the IBS-tree

main-memory data structure
Normally, rules m such apphcatlons have a very regular structure This regular structure
can be exploited to redesign the apphcatlon so that only a
few rules are used m conJunctlon with a much larger data
table The rules then use pattern matching to extract data
from the table
For example, consider an apphcatlon for
stock reordering m a grocery store The store might have
50,000 Items for sale, with a relation ITEMS contaming one
tuple for each item One way to implement the appllcatlon
would be to have one rule for each item to test whether the
stock of the item IS below a re-order threshold
An alternative way to implement the appllcatlon would be to add
a field to the ITEMS table contammg the re-order threshold, and a single rule which compares the current stock level
to the re-order stock level This second lmplementatlon
1s
clearly preferable
It 1s standard practice In programmmg expert systems to
put as much of the knowledge as possible mto “facts” (e g
frames or tuples) and as little as possible into rules This
1s done because hnowledge structures are more regular and
easier to understand than rules This practice will be even
more important In database rule system apphcatlons, where
most of the “knowledge” should be stored in the database,
with mmlmal use of rules
The above dlscusslon 1s a partial Justlficatlon for budding
a carefully tuned main-memory predicate index to test selection predicates of rules We discuss such a predicate index
in the next section

4

A High-Performance
Predicate
Indexing

4.1

Method

In this section we mtroduce a predicate mdexlng method
trulored to the problem of testing rule selectlon condltlons
In a database rule system The task the algorithm must perform is, given a set of single-relation selection predicates as
described earlier, be able to return a list of all the predlcates that match a tuple t from a relation R We want the
algorithm to have the followmg properties
1 the ability to support general selection predicates composed of a conJunction of clauses on one or more attributes of a relation,
2 fast predicate
3 the ability
line

matching

to rapidly

performance,
insert and delete predicates

Dynamic

Indexing

of Intervals

The IBS-tree was motivated by the need to efficiently find
all points, intervals, and open-ended intervals that match
a particular query value in a dynamic environment where
predicates can be added and deleted on-line
Data structures for mdexmg intervals m a static environment where
all intervals are known m advance include segment trees and
rnterual trees [Sam88, Sam901 In the database rule system environment, segment trees and interval trees are not
adequate because they do not allow dynamic insertion and
deletion of predicates
A data structure that can index intervals dynamically 1s
the przorrty search tree [McC85] An advantage of the prlorlty search tree over the IBS-tree 1s the prlorlty search tree
requires only O(N) space to index N Intervals, while as we
shall see m Section 4, the IBS-tree requires O(N log N) space
m the worst case (but O(N) in the best case) However, the
prlorlty search tree appears more complex to implement than
the IBS-tree Moreover, the IBS-tree can directly accommodate multiple intervals with the same lower bound, which
the interval tree cannot do To handle intervals with the
same lower bound, priority search trees must use a special
transformation from pairs with non-unique lower bounds to
pairs with unique lower bounds This transformation 1s not
trivial, and It must be created for each different data type
to be indexed In contrast, IBS-trees work mthout modlfication on any totally ordered domain for which the comparison operators { <, =, >} are defined - no addltlonal code
1s needed
One-dlmenslonal R-trees can also index intervals dynamlcally [Gut841 However, due to their generality, and the
indexing heuristics required, R-trees are challenging to lmplement R-trees also require only O(N) space Their performance should be good for intervals with low overlap, but
when there 1s heavy overlap, search performance can worsen
slgmficantly
Also, R-trees cannot accommodate open mtervals
Below, we show how a binary search tree can be augmented to index intervals, resulting In the IBS-tree
Then,
we discuss extensions that allow the tree to remam dynamically balanced

on-

In the algorithm we propose, the system builds an mdex which has at the top level a hash table, using relation
names as keys, similar to high-performance lmplementatlons
Each entry
of production systems mentioned previously
m the table contains a pointer to a second-level index for
each relation
This index mamtams a hst of non-mdexable
predicates
In addition, the second-level mdex contains a
set of one-dlmenaonal Indexes, one for each attrtbute of the
relation for which one or more mdexable predicate clauses
have been defined This one-dlmenslonal mdex 1s a balanced
IBS-tree which allows efficient searchmg to determme which
interval and equality predicates match a value For predlcates that are a conJunction of selection clauses, If there IS
an mdexable clause, the most selective one IS placed In the
IBS-tree (selectlvlty estimates are obtamed from the query
optlmlzer)
A diagram for this mdexmg scheme IS shown m
Figure 1 In addltlon to this index, there 1s a main-memory
table called PREDICATES
that holds the predicates When

4.2

Interval

Binary

Search Trees

In this section we introduce a method for augmenting a blnary search tree mth additional mformatlon to make it possable to rapldly find all intervals that overlap a point The
IBS-tree can accommodate pomts and open intervals as well
as closed mtervals
Nodes m the tree have the followmg
form
\
1 Value 1 a data value representing the end point of an 1
mterval or the constant in an equality predlcate
L
I
a set of interval Identifiers
>
=
a set of interval identifiers
a set of interval identifiers
<
subtree holding all nodes with values less then
left
Value
subtree holding all nodes with values greater
right
than Value

I
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I

mse.rtedor deleted
tuples enter here
I
hash on relation name

hsto]h

non-mdexable

&Al

hA2

RlAm

h AJ

predicates
for RI

;;IIal
mdex for each
attnbute

I

mterval bmary
search tree to
mdex mtervals
and pomts

Figure 1 High-level diagram of predicate mdexmg scheme

The Value, left, and right entries of these nodes mean the
same as they do m a standard binary search tree The “=”
slot of each node contams a set of mterval ldentlfiers
If an
interval identifier 11s contamed In the = slot of a node ullth
value V, that lmphes that I overlaps V The Y” slot also
conta.ms a set of interval ldentlfiers
If an interval ldentlfier
I appears in the < slot of a node with value V, that lmphes
that any value X that would be cnserted cnto the left subtree
ofV hes within interval I The meaning of the “>” slot 1s
symmetric to that of the < slot
Nodes of an IBS-tree are represented graphlcly using four
boxes organized In the shape of an upside-down “T ” The
upper box contains the value for the node The lower three
boxes contam the <, = and > sets, ordered from left to
right An example set of intervals and the IBS-tree for those
intervals IS shown In Figure 2
Let P denote an interval predicate, and let PC1 and PC,
be the left and right boundaries of P, respectively
Let Ppl
and Pp, denote the comparison relations (one of <, 5) for
the boundaries of P To insert P into an IBS-tree wth root
R, the 1nsertPredlcate procedure 1s called which mserts the
left end of the interval by callmg addLeft(P, R) and the right
end by calling addRight( P, R)
Below we ~11 define addLeft and addfight
These functions require the ability to determine whether everything In
the right (or left) subtree of R will he within P To help perform this test, we use functions nghtUp(R)
and leftUp
These functions are defined as follows
l

rightUp
the lowest ancestor of R m the tree that
contams R m its left subtree

l

leftUp
the lowest ancestor of R m the tree that
contams R m Its right subtree

To find leftUp or rightUp for a node R, traverse upward from
R and record leftUp or rIghtUp ss necessary The procedure
addLeft 1s shown in Figure 3 It recursively descends the
tree, placing marks In the <, = and > slots of nodes as
appropriate, and inserting a node In the tree If no node mth
the value of the mterval’s left boundary yet exists
The
procedure first tests to see if R 1s null, and if so makes R
point to a new tree with one node contrumng a value equal
to the left boundary of the interval
Next, It checks for one
of three possible cases
Case 1: If the value In R equals the left boundary of the
Interval, check to see If everything m the right subtree of
R will he within the interval If so, insert the identifier
of the interval into the > slot of R Then, if the left
boundary of the interval 1s defined using 5, put the
interval identifier m the = slot of R
Case 2: If the value of R 1s less than the Interval’s
boundary, call addLeft on the right subtree of R
Case 3: If the value of R 1s greater than the
boundary, if the value lies m the interval,
terval identifier to the = slot of R Next,
m the right subtree of R will he m the
the interval ldentlfier to the > slot of R
addLeft on the left subtree of R

left

interval’s left
add the mif everythmg
interval, add
Fmally, call

The
procedure
addRight(P, R) 1s symmetric
to
addLeft(P, R), so dlscusslon of addkght IS omitted
The above shows how to insert intervals mto the tree
In order to search the tree to find all intervals In the tree
rooted at R that overlap a pomt X, and return a set of
those predicates m S, the algorithm findIntervals(X,R,S)
The function findIntervals 1s
shown m Figure 4 IS used
called lmtmlly with arguments X, R and an mltlally empty
set S If R 1s null, then no more matches are found and
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A L9.191
B 12~71
c L1.3)
D (17.201

E P.121
F [18,18]
G [ mf,17]

Figure

2 Example

interval

binary

search tree for intervals

shown

the markers for intervals in the set T

findIntervals returns
If X 1s equal to the Value entry of
node R, the elements of the = set for R are added to the
match set S If X IS less than the Value of node R, the <
set of R IS added to S, and the left subtree of R 1s searched
If X 1s greater than the Value of node R, the > set of R 1s
added to S and the right subtree or R IS searched
Deletion of nodes m an IBS-tree occurs only when an mterval 1s deleted
To delete an interval I, first delete all
markers for I from the tree, using the reverse of the procedure for msertlon Then delete the left and right endpoints
of I d no other intervals have the same endpoint If an endpoint x 1s to be deleted, the followmg procedure 1s used
If x has no null child,

A Justlficatlon of the correctness of this deletion procedure 1s
given m [KC891 This concludes the dlscusslon of basic operations on IBS-trees We now turn to methods for keeping
IBS-trees balanced

4.3

Balancing
Trees

Interval

Binary

Search

The cost of the findIntervals algorithm depends on the height
of the IBS-tree The algorithm for IBS-trees described above
does not guarantee that the tree wdl be balanced Several
balanced binary tree schemes have been proposed, mcludmg AVL trees [AL62], balanced binary trees (or red-black
trees) [Bay72, GS’78] and self-adwstlng binary trees [Tar831
A common theme m these algorithms IS the use of rotatzons
to rebalance the tree In particular, during rebalancing operatlons, the balanced binary tree mechamsms cited make
use of the single and double rotations shown m Figure 5 In
the figure, lower case letters represent internal nodes, and
upper case letters represent subtrees
There are symmetric variants of both single and double
rotations which are not shown A double rotation 1s merely
two apphcatlons of a single rotation
Hence, to balance IBStrees, all we need 1s a method for adJustmg the marks on an

Locate the predecessor of x by following
right pointers from left(x) until finding
a node with a null right child Call this
predecessor node y Delete all markers
set for Intervals with end pomt y from
the tree Store these intervals m temporary set T Swap the values of x and y,
leaving the markers m then former locations
Make the pointer from the parent of x that points
to z now point to either the non-null child of x, lf
there 1s one, or else to null Discard x Reinstall
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addLeft( P, R)
do
rf R = Null
set R to point to a new node wrth Value = PC, A
ifRValue=
PC,
if everythmg m the right subtree of R will
he within P (1 e nghtUp(R)
5 PC,)
add the rdentrfier of P to the ‘>’ slot of R A
if Ppl is ‘2’
add the identifier of P to the ‘=’ slot of R A
else rf R Value < P CI
addLeft(P, R right)
else if R Value > P Cl
rf R Value < P C, (I e R Value 1s between P Cr and PC,)
add the Identifier of P to the ‘=’ slot of R A
rf everything m the right subtree of R wdl
he within P (1 e rrghtUp(R) 5 PC&)
add the rdentrfier of P to the ‘>’ slot of R A
addLeft( P, R left)
A
od
Figure

3 Procedure

to add the left end of an interval

to an IBS-tree

every value rn the left subtree of y, as well as y Itself)
findIntervals(X,R,S)
do
return
If R = Null
else rf X = R Value
add the ‘=’ set of
return
else if X < R Value
add the ‘<’ set of
findIntervals(X,R
else (X 1s > R Value)
add the ‘>’ set of
findIntervals(X,R
A
od
Figure 4 Procedure
point X

for finding

intervals

If a mark 1s rn the > slot of y but not m the > slot of z
before the rotation, then move the mark to the < slot
of z after the rotation This 1s necessary because values
m the subtree C are covered by marks m the > slot of
y before the rotation, and must be covered by marks m
the < slot of I afterwards rf they cannot be covered by
a mark on y

R to S
R to S
left,S)

If a mark 1s rn the > slot of y and the > slot of z before
the rotatron, then remove the mark from the = slot and
> slot of z after the rotation (this 1s necessary to avoid
redundant locks on the values m subtree D)

R to S
rrght,S)

that overlap

Operatrons for each mark slot (<, =, >) on affected nodes
y and z are summarized m Figure 6
In this section we have demonstrated that we can perform
rotatrons about tree nodes and manipulate marks to restore
the tree to be a correct IBS-tree The next section analyzes
the performance of a balanced IBS-tree scheme that makes
use of rotations

a

5

IBS-tree during a single rotation so that the resulting tree
1s also a correct IBS-tree
Consider the smgle rotate-right operatron shown m Figure
5 (a) and (b) The subtrees C and D, and the subtree rooted
at x are unaffected durmg the operatron, so no adjustment
to them IS required However, nodes y and z are modified to
have different subtrees, so we must consrder how to adJUSt
the marks m the <, = and > fields of both after the rotatron
to leave the IBS-tree m a correct state
The followmg modrficatrons to the marks are required during a rotation

5.1

Performance
Analytical

Analysis
Performance

Results

Assume that the AVL-tree scheme 1s used to mamtam the
balance of an IBS-tree [AL621 Each interval place O(log N)
markers m the tree, for a worst-case storage requirement
of O(N log N) Searching the tree to find all rntervals that
overlap a point X requires time O(log(N)+L)
where N 1sthe
number of mtervals indexed m the tree, and L 1s the number
of mtervals that overlap X This follows since traversing a
path from root to leaf m the tree reqmres O(log N) time
usmg a balanced tree scheme, and we must spend O(1) time
exammmg each of the L Intervals retrreved
The cost of msertron and deletron of mtervals m the tree 1s
somewhat more difficult to calculate An Important factor m

1 Copy every mark from the < slot of z to the < and =
slots of y (thus 1s necessary smce having a mark for a
predicate P rn the < slot of z rmplles that P matches
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(a,b) and double

<

Y
copy marks from < of z

=

copy marks from < of t

>

move marks to < of .z unless they
appear in > of z

6 Modlficatlons

Empirical

(c,d)

get marks from > of y if necessary
(see > Y)
delete marks that are m both > of
y and > of z
delete marks that are m both > of
y and > of z

to marks of each slot on affected

Performance

rotation

D

Z

the cost of msertlons and deletions 1s the cost of doing a rotation Each msertlon requires O(1) rotations to rebalance the
tree, and a deletion requires O(log N) rotations
In [HC89]
it 1s shown that the average cost of a rotation m an IBS tree
1s O(log N) Inserting an mterval mto an IBS tree requires
O(1) rotations for time O(log N), plus O(log N) msertlons
of markers mto mark sets, each of which costs O(log N) If
mark sets are ma.mta.med using auxlhary binary search trees,
for a total cost of O(log* N) per insertion
Deletion of an
interval from an IBS tree also reqmres time O(log* N) for
removmg the markers from the tree, and time O(log* N) for
doing O(log N) rotations at a cost of O(log N) each, for a
total time of O(log* N)
The above dlscusslon 1s an average case analysis of the cost
of updating an IBS-tree with no restrlctlons on the width
of intervals, or the extent to which intervals overlap
An
mtrlgumg phenomenon IS that when intervals m the tree do
not overlap, only O(N) markers are placed m the tree for
a storage requirement of O(N), and slgmficantly reduced
update cost Derlvatlon of this result IS left to the interested
reader Since In many practical apphcatlons intervals have
limited overlap, this gives hope that the actual time and
space requirements for IBS-trees will be somewhat lower m
practice than indicated by the analysis m this section

5.2

i\
BC

nodes y and z required

during

a single rotation

1 computer
The balancing scheme using rotations was not
implemented, but as with ordmary binary search trees, the
tree 1s normally balanced if data 1s inserted m random order A series of IBS trees were created which contained N
predicates for N between 0 and 1,000 A fraction a of predicates were simple points of the form attr&te
= constant,
and the remammg fraction 1 - a were closed intervals The
points and mterval boundaries were drawn randomly from a
umform dlstrlbutlon
of integers between 1 and 10,000 The
length of the mtervals was drawn randomly from a uniform
dlstrlbutlon
of integers between 1 and 1,000 The average
times to insert a predicate for values of a=O, 5 and 1, and
mcreasmg values of N are shown m Figure 7 The average
insertion cost was measured as the time to insert N predlcates m an mltmlly empty Index, dlvlded by N Smce the
test does not reflect any balancing cost, msertlon times for
balanced IBS-trees will be higher than shown m Figure 7
The average search time to find all predicates that match a
value 1s plotted m Figure 8 for a=O, 5 and 1, and mcreasmg
values of N
As a basis of comparison for the IBS-tree algorithm, the
cost of finding the predicates that match a value by traversmg a linked hst of predicates and testing each one agamst
the value 1s shown m Figure 9 The cost curve for sequential search IS always higher than for the IBS-tree, showmg
that the IBS-tree has quite low overhead
As expected, the insertion and search time curves for the
IBS-tree both show logarlthmlc increase m search time as
the number of intervals increases The difference between

Results

To get empmcal figures on the performance of IBS-trees, the
algorithm was implemented m C++ on a Sun SPARCstatlon
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insertion

the fraction of predicates that are non-mdexable,

l

the number of attrlbutes

per relation,

l

the fraction of attributes
cate clauses,

that have one or more predl-

l

the number of mdexable predicate clauses per attribute

However, we can get an estimate for the time requued
find matchmg pre&cates usmg the followmg assu&ptlons

+ number of attributes searched
IBS-tree search cost
+ non-mdexable predicate test cost
This yields the followmg numeric expression for cost
cost = l$159
= 1+5

b cost to test a predicate
search = 02 msec,

aganst

0 average number of attrlbutes
. fraction of attrlbutes
icate clauses = l/3,
l

13+ (1- 9)
13+ 4=llmsec

02 200

Smce there are 200 predicates per relation, and the selectlvlty of the predicate clauses 1s 1, that means that 1 200 = 20
predicates must be tested after the mltml search The time
to test these 1s 05 20 = 1 msec Thus, the total time for
predicate testmg 1s 1 1 + 1 = 2 1 msec This 1s a fairly reallstlc number for the cost of finding all predicates that match
a tuple using the algorithm presented m this paper with a
moderate to large number of rules on a machme the speed of
a SPARCstatlon 1 Given that this 1s a per-tuple CPU cost,
the time 1s substantial, but should not be prohlbltlve
Of
course, these are CPU-only costs, and any increase m CPU
speed will cause the predicate testmg time to scale down
accordmgly

to

b hash search cost = 1 msec,
0 fraction of predicates that are mdexable

5 and 1

cost = hash cost

the curves for the different values of a (0, 5 and 1) are
small, particularly
for search time
When the IBS-tree 1s integrated into the overall predlcate mdexmg scheme shown m Figure 1, predicate matchmg
performance will depend on several factors, mcludmg
l

times for a=O,

= 90%,

a pomt m sequentml

per relation = 15,

per relation with 1 or more pred-

6

number of predicates per relation (N) = 200 (assummg that there are 200/5 = 40 predicates per attnbute,
the search cost m IBS-tree for one attrlbute 1s approximately 13 msec),

In this paper we have introduced a dlscrlmmatlon
network
structure for finding all members of a set of single-relation
selectlon predicates that match a tuple It was argued that
the structure will be small enough to fit m mam memory for
three reasons First, rules are a form of database schema,
not data, and the size of the schema 1s normally relatively
small Second, the largest rule-based expert systems bmlt
contam on the order of 10,000 rules, which 1s small enough
to fit m main memory One would expect that the number
of rules m a large database rules system apphcatlon would
be of comparable size Third, most systems apphcatlons
that appear to require a very large number of rules can be
redesigned to use a small number of rules plus additional

cost to test an entire predicate against a tuple when a
partial match 1s found = 05 msec,
l

number of clauses per predicate

l

average selectlvlty

Conclusion

= 2,

of each predicate clause = 1

The CPU usage times for operations shown above are res
sonably close to the actual times for a Sun SPARCstatlon
1 In this scenano, the cost to search to find the partially
matching predicates IS the following
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search times for a=O,

tuples or fields m the database Since the number of rules
1s expected to be small enough to fit m memory, a mammemory data structure was designed to take advantage of
this
The key component of the algorithm proposed 1s the mterval binary search tree, an extended binary search tree for
indexing both interval and point data The IBS tree 1s related to the segment tree and interval tree, but m addition
allows dynamic insertion and deletion of intervals and points
while remammg balanced Analytical and empmcal results
show that the insertion and search performance of the IBS
tree 1s almost as good as for an ordinary binary search tree
The IBS tree or variations of it may be useful for other apphcatlons besldes testing predicates, including VLSI CAD
tools, geographic mformatlon systems, and other apphcatlons that deal with geometric data The IBS tree IS useful
anywhere an mdex for intervals IS reqmred which must be
dynamlcally updatable
Although the intent of this paper was not to investigate
parallelism, the algorithm proposed can easily be made to
run slgmficantly faster on a course-gram parallel machme
such as a shared-memory multi-processor
Parallehsm can
be achieved by searching the second-level mdev on each attribute of a tuple simultaneously, devotmg a processor per
attribute
In addition, when brute force search 1s required,
as m the case of non-mdexable predicates and when doing
the final predicate test, the set of predicates to be checked
can be divided evenly among the avallable processors This
could improve the performance of the algorithm by a factor
nearly equal to the number of attributes searched m parallel
(the mltlal hash cost 1s a per-tuple cost, and does not scale)
Considering topics for further research, an interesting
area to mvestlgate would be to implement several different
techniques for dynamically
mdexmg Intervals, including ldimensional R-trees, IBS-trees, and prlorlty search trees, and
then compare their lmplementatlon
complexity and time and
space requirements
Also, m the future we plan to work on

5 and 1

developmg an efficient structure to handle the Jom portion of
rule predicates The dlscrlmmatlon network described m this
paper will be used as the first layer of a two-layer network
which will test both the selection and the Jom condltlons of
rules This two-layer approach 1s bemg implemented m the
rule processmg engme of the Arlel database system
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